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Classified is a fascinating account of the British state’s long obsession with

secrecy, and the ways it sought to prevent information about its secret

activities from entering the public domain. Drawing on recently declassi-

fied documents, unpublished correspondence and exclusive interviews

with key officials and journalists, Christopher Moran pays particular

attention to the ways that the press and memoirs have been managed by

politicians and spies. He argues that, by the 1960s, governments had

become so concerned with their inability to keep secrets that they increas-

ingly sought to offset damaging leaks with their own micro-managed

publications. The book reveals new insights into seminal episodes in

British post-war history, including the Suez Crisis, the D-Notice Affair

and the treachery of the Cambridge spies, identifying a new era of offen-

sive information management, and putting the contemporary battle

between secret-keepers, electronic media and digital whistle-blowers into

long-term perspective.
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FOREWORD
Chapman Pincher

During my sixty-five years of investigative writing, thirty-four

of them as a Fleet Street journalist, there were many occasions when

I knew that I was being secretly subjected to the Leak Procedure – a

systematic Whitehall inquiry to discover the source of my offending

information. I also assumed that the inquiries had failed but had seen

none of the evidence until 2007 when the author of this book, who was

researching official documents, consulted me in connection with his Ph.

D. thesis. He had managed to secure declassified Cabinet papers and

other documents which described my Leak Procedure cases in detail,

along with the consoling news that not one of them had ever been

successful. Now, in this remarkably detailed and entertaining account

of the machinations of the ‘Secret State’ to prevent intrusion into its

activities, he has produced documentary evidence of its ruthless

attempts to have me, and others, prosecuted as criminals for giving

the public information which was being withheld to avoid political or

official embarrassment rather than because of genuine national security

concerns.

My respect for security classification was sullied on a pitch-

black night of torrential rain in 1942 when an army dispatch rider,

soaked to the skin, arrived at my unit, near Newark, where I was the

officer on duty. I had to sign for an envelope marked ‘Secret’ and, on

opening it, read ‘Tinned sausages are now available.’ As we were in the

heartland of Bomber Command, we had been warned that German

paratroopers might drop near us any time so I imagined that it might be

a coded message requiring urgent action. I made immediate telephone
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inquiries only to find that the message meant what it said – our unit

could now get access to this welcome addition to our rations.

This experience may have conditioned my rather cavalier atti-

tude to the Whitehall concept of secrecy when, after becoming a Fleet

Street defence reporter in 1946, I was loftily told by a civil servant that

an official secret is ‘official information of any kind which has not been

officially released’. To me this was a challenge to assault the bastions of

the Secret State by methods which I have since expressed in my Who’s

Who entry, concerning my hobbies, as ‘fishing, shooting, ferreting in

Whitehall and bolting politicians’.

As someone who was deeply aware of the relentless threat

posed by Soviet espionage, I remained so conscious of the need for

genuine security that I have always had a golden rule that I would never

touch or look at any classified documents. So, through Dr Moran’s

enterprise, it is especially interesting to see some of them now they have

been released. (What might be considered as the sole breaking of my

rule concerns my private briefing before I travelled to an Australian

desert to observe a test of Britain’s first useable atomic bomb in 1953.

Sitting at a large desk opposite a senior Supply Ministry official,

I noticed that the folder he was about to open bore the word ‘TOTEM’.

Clearly, it was the code name of the operation and when I used it in my

dispatch describing the successful test there was a second explosion,

both in Whitehall and Australia, to discover the source of the leak. It

failed, as did so many other inquiries, wasting the time of so many

senior officials and Forces’ chiefs. Another released document shows

that, as far back as 1958, the Permanent Secretary of the Defence

Ministry had advised his minister against any more time-wasting ‘witch

hunts’ of me (which were to include having me watched), stating ‘I

believe that we must live with the man and make the best of it. We can

console ourselves that his writings, though embarrassing at times to

Whitehall, disclose nothing that Russian intelligence does not already

know.’ That sage advice was ignored and in good Yes Minister style the

security ‘mandarins’ insisted on continuing their sterile activities.

Some of Dr Moran’s discoveries have astonished me. The ser-

ious concept in the minds of some security officials that I would put my

head on a block by disguising myself and using a false name to gain

entry to a secret establishment beggars my belief.

As someone who witnessed most of the action described here,

being personally involved in much of it, and has a full, quickly

x / Foreword
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consultable record of most of it in my forty thick volumes of newspaper

cuttings, I congratulate Dr Moran on producing an accurate and

enthralling read which captures the excitement, the conspiracy and

the tragedy of historic events like the ‘D-Notice Affair’ while providing

a reliable work of reference on events which impacted on the nation’s

history.
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